**Routledge Reference Online** brings together the very best subject reference content from right across the impressive Routledge publishing sphere, covering the areas of Humanities and Social Sciences in the form of nine bespoke resources within these broad areas.

These resources open up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike - redefining the online library.

Our unique subject collections are fully-searchable and include reference essentials that have won critical accolades and places on the best reference lists, with new works and updates added regularly.

Key features and benefits

- **Athens and Shibboleth Authentication options** – anytime, anywhere access
- **Enhanced search functionality** – A federated search will allow cross searching across all subject collections
- **Look-up functionality** – browse A-Z entries throughout all Encyclopedias and Directories
- **Access to a huge range of authoritative Routledge Reference content** within one outstanding platform.
- **Cross reference linking between titles** – find the information you are looking for quickly and easily across the complete range of books and subjects
- **Regular updates** as new titles become available
- **COUNTER-compliant usage statistics.**

**30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions**

For more information, to request a free trial or to discuss purchase options, please contact us:

**Email:** online.sales@tandf.co.uk

**Phone:** +44 (0)20 701 76062

www.routledgeonline.com
NEW - History Online
www.routledgeonline.com/history

Inside the Routledge History Online portal you’ll find some of the best reference content from across our list, including numerous titles which have received accolades from such reviews as Choice, Library Journal and Reference Reviews. We offer a complete collection of titles, whether you’re researching medieval, early modern or modern history. You’ll find fully cross referenced and searchable content to support your work and study.

**Essential Histories Collection:**
- *Essential Histories Caesar’s Civil War 49–44 BC* Adrian Goldsworthy
- *Essential Histories: Byzantium at War AD 600–1453* John Haldon
- *Essential Histories: Caesar’s Gallic Wars 58–50 BC* Kate Gilliver
- *Essential Histories: The French Revolutionary Wars* Gregory Fremont-Barnes
- *Essential Histories: The Greek and Persian Wars 499–386 BC* Philip de Souza

**Other titles within Routledge History Online:**
- *The American Civil War* Gary W Gallagher
- *An Encyclopedia of Naval History* Anthony Bruce, William Cogar
- *Companion Encyclopedia of Archaeology* Graeme Barker
- *Encyclopedia of African History* Kevin Shillington
- *Encyclopedia of The Ancient World* Shona Grimbly
- *Encyclopedia of Eastern Europe* Richard Frucht
- *Encyclopedia of Historical Archaeology* Charles E. Orser Jr
- *Encyclopedia of The History of Arabic Science* Roshdi Rashed, Regis Morelon
- *Encyclopedia of The Holocaust* Robert Rozett, Shmuel Spector
- *Encyclopedia of Kitchen History* Mary Ellen Snodgrass
- *Encyclopedia of Twentieth-century African History* Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, Dickson Eyoh
- *The Encyclopedia of Warfare From Earliest Times to The Present Day* Adrian Gilbert
• **A Historical Dictionary of British Women**  Cathy Hartley

• **History Of Humanity: Scientific and Cultural Development**  P. Mathias, N. Todorov, S. Al Mujahid, F. Iglesias, O. Chubarian, Shu-li Ji, I. D. Thiam (Senegal)

• **History of Humanity: Scientific and Cultural Development**  Peter Burke, Halil Inalcik, I. Habib, C. Martinez Shaw, J. Ki-Zerbo, E. Tchernjak, T. Kusamitsu, E. Trabulse

• **Medieval Archaeology: An Encyclopedia**  Pam J. Crabtree, New York University

• **Medieval France**  William W. Kibler, Grover A. Zinn

• **Medieval Germany: An Encyclopedia**  John M. Jeep

• **Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopedia**  Seán Duffy, Ailbhe MacShamhráin, James Moynes

• **Medieval Italy: An Encyclopedia**  Christopher Kleinhenz ;, Associate Editors ;, John W. Barker , Gail Geiger , Richard Lansing

• **Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine: An Encyclopedia**  Thomas Glick, Steven J. Livesey, Faith Wallis

• **Medieval Iberia: An Encyclopedia**  E. Michael Gerli

• **Organizing Black America: An Encyclopedia of African American Associations**  Nina Mjagkji, Ball State University

• **Political and Historical Encyclopedia of Women**  Christine Fauré

• **Women and Gender In Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia**  Margaret Schaus

• **Women During The Civil War: An Encyclopedia**  Elizabeth D. Leonard, Judith E. Harper

---

30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions

For more information, please contact your local online sales team.
NEW – Literature Online

www.routledgeonline.com/literature

The Routledge Literature Online Portal brings together the very best in reference content from across our literature publishing heritage, covering diverse subject areas, eras, cultures and world regions.

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare Collection:

- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Early Comedies Poems Romeo and Juliet, Volume I** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: The Comedies, 1597–1603, Volume II** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Earlier English History Plays: Henry VI Richard III Richard II, Volume III** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Later English History Plays: King John Henry IV Henry V Henry VIII, Volume IV** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: The Roman Plays: Julius CÆsar Antony and Cleopatra Coriolanus, Volume V** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Other ‘classical’ Plays: Titus Andronicus Troilus and Cressida Timon of Athens Pericles, Prince of Tyre, Volume VI** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Major Tragedies: Hamlet Othello King Lear Macbeth, Volume VII** Geoffrey Bullough
- **Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare: Romances: Cymbeline The Winter’s Tale The Tempest, Volume VIII** Geoffrey Bullough

Other titles within Routledge Literature Online:

- **Encyclopedia of African Literature** Simon Gikandi
- **Encyclopedia of Erotic Literature** Gaetan Brulotte
- **Encyclopedia of The Essay** Tracy Chevalier
- **Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies** Gaetana Marrone
- **Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature** Verity Smith
- **Encyclopedia of Post-colonial Literatures In English, Second Edition** Eugene Benson, L.W. Conolly
- **The Gay and Lesbian Literary Heritage** Claude J. Summers
- **International Companion Encyclopedia of Children’s Literature** Peter Hunt
- **J. R. R. Tolkien Encyclopedia** Michael D.C. Drout
- **Jewish American Literature: Since 1945 An Introduction** Stephen Wade
- **Jewish Writers of The Twentieth Century** Sorrel Kerbel, Muriel Emanuel, Laura Phillips
- **Latin American Women Writers : An Encyclopedia** María Claudia André, Eva Paulino Bueno
- **Literature of Travel and Exploration: An Encyclopedia** Jennifer Speake
- **Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies** Mona Baker
- **Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory** David Herman, Manfred Jahn, and Marie-Laure Ryan
NEW - Media and Cultural Studies Online
www.routledgeonline.com/media

The Routledge Media and Cultural Studies Online portal brings together the very best reference content covering areas such as art and visual culture, media studies, film and television studies, journalism and communication studies. The collection features titles from international authors, covering a diverse range of cultures and traditions.

- **British Women’s Cinema** Melanie Bell, Melanie Williams
- **Companion Encyclopedia of Middle Eastern and North African Film** Oliver Leaman
- **Companion to Contemporary Black British Culture** Alison Donnell
- **Critical Dictionary of Film and Television Theory** Roberta E. Pearson, Philip Simpson
- **Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-century Photography** John Hannavy
- **Encyclopedia of American Folk Art** Gerard C. Wertkin, Lee Kogan
- **Encyclopedia of Chinese Film** Yingjin Zhang, Zhiwei Xiao, Ru-shou Robert Chen, Shuqin Cui, Paul Fonoroff, Ken Hall, Julian Stringer, Jean J. Su, Paola Voci, Tony Williams, Yueh-yu Yeh
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary American Culture** Gary W. McDonogh, Robert Gregg, Cindy H. Wong
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary British Culture** Peter Childs, Mike Storry
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary Chinese Culture** Edward L. Davis
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary German Culture** John Sandford
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary Italian Culture** Gino Moliterno
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary Japanese Culture** Sandra Buckley
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary Latin American and Caribbean Cultures** Daniel Balderston, Mike Gonzalez, Ana M. López
- **Encyclopedia of Contemporary Spanish Culture** Eamonn Rodgers, Valerie Rodgers
- **Encyclopedia of Early Cinema** Richard Abel
- **Encyclopedia of Islamic Civilisation and Religion** Ian Richard Netton
- **Encyclopedia of Modern Jewish Culture** Glenda Abramson
- **Encyclopedia of Radio** Christopher H. Sterling, Michael C. Keith
- **Reader’s Guide to Judaism** Michael Terry
- **The World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre, Volume 5 Asia / Pacific** Don Rubin
- **The World Encyclopedia of Contemporary Theatre: The Arab World** Don Rubin, York University Toronto

30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions

For more information, please contact your local online sales team.

www.routledgeonline.com
Music Online

www.routledgeonline.com/music

The Routledge Music Online portal brings together the very best in reference content from across our music publishing heritage, covering diverse subject areas such as Music Education, Jazz, Ethnomusicology and Music Theory.

Routledge Music Bibliography Series:

- **Alban Berg a Research and Information Guide** Bryan R. Simms
- **Charles François Gounod: a Research and Information Guide** Timothy S. Flynn
- **Franz Liszt a Research and Information Guide** Michael Saffle
- **Paul Hindemith a Research and Information Guide** Stephen Luttmann
- **Piano Pedagogy a Research and Information Guide** Gilles Comeau

Other titles within Routledge Music Online:

- **Conductors and Composers of Popular Orchestral Music: a Biographical and Discographical Sourcebook** Reuben Musiker, Naomi Musiker, David Ades
- **Country Music: A Biographical Dictionary**, Richard Carlin
- **Dictionary of American Classical Composers** Neil Butterworth
- **Encyclopedia of The Blues** Edward Komara
- **Encyclopedia of Music In The 20th Century** Lee Stacy, Lol Henderson
- **Encyclopedia of Percussion** John H. Beck, Eastman School of Music
- **Encyclopedia of Recorded Sound, Second Edition** Frank Hoffmann, Howard Ferstler
- **The Harpsichord and Clavichord: an Encyclopedia** Igor Kipnis
- **The John Coltrane Reference** Lewis Porter
- **The Organ An Encyclopedia** Douglas E. Bush Editor, Richard Kassel Associate Editor
- **Piano An Encyclopedia, Second Edition** Robert Palmieri, Margaret W.Palmieri
- **Tin Pan Alley: An Encyclopedia of The Golden Age of American Song** David. A. Jasen

30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions

For more information, please contact your local online sales team.

www.routledgeonline.com
NEW – Philosophy Online
www.routledgeonline.com/philosophy

Routledge Philosophy Online gives you access to the best reference content from our portfolio of Philosophy titles. So, no matter what your research topic may be, you can find all you need for your work and study, quickly and with ease. All content is fully cross-referenced and searchable to offer you complete support.

**The Arguments of The Philosophers Collection:**

- **Augustine: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Christopher Kirwan
- **Ayer: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  John Foster
- **Bentham: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Ross Harrison
- **Bergson: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  A.R. Lacey
- **Berkeley: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  George Pitcher
- **Butler: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Terence Penelhum
- **Dewey: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  J.E. Tiles
- **G.e.moore: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Thomas Baldwin
- **Gottlob Frege: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Hans D. Sluga
- **Husserl: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  David Bell
- **J.l.austin: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  G.J. Warnock
- **John Stuart Mill: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  John Skorupski
- **Kant: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Ralph C. S. Walker
- **Karl Popper: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Anthony O’Hear
- **Kierkegaard: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Alastair Hannay
- **Meinong: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Reinhardt Grossmann
- **Peirce: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Christopher Hookway
- **Plato: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  J.C.B. Gosling
- **Russell: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Mark Sainsbury
- **Sartre: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Peter Caws
- **Schopenhauer: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  D.W. Hamlyn
- **Socrates: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Gerasimos Xenophon Santas
- **Spinoza: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  R.J. Delahunty
- **Thomas Reid: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Keith Lehrer
- **William James: The Arguments of The Philosophers**  Graham Bird
Religion Online

www.routledgeonline.com/religion

Routledge Religion Online gives you access to the best reference content from our portfolio of Religion titles, including numerous titles which have received accolades from the likes of Library Journal, American Library Association and Booklist to name a few. So, no matter what your research topic may be, you can find all you need for your work and study, quickly and with ease. All content is fully cross-referenced and searchable to offer you complete support.

- **The Biblical World** John Barton
- **Dictionary of Ethics, Theology and Society** Paul Barry Clarke, Andrew Linzey
- **Encyclopedia of African American Religions** Larry G. Murphy, J. Gordon Melton, Gary L. Ward
- **Encyclopedia of African and African-American Religions** Stephen D. Glazier
- **Encyclopedia of Christian Theology** Jean-Yves Lacoste
- **Encyclopedia of Death and Dying** Glennys Howarth, Oliver Leaman
- **Encyclopedia of Early Christianity** Everett Ferguson, Michael P. McHugh, Frederick W. Norris
- **Encyclopedia of Ethics Lawrence** C. Becker, Charlotte B. Becker
- **Encyclopedia of Fundamentalism** Brenda E. Brasher
- **Encyclopedia of Hinduism** Denise B. Cush, Catherine Robinson, Michael York
- **Encyclopedia of The Historical Jesus** Craig A. Evans
- **Encyclopedia of Islamic Civilisation and Religion** Ian Richard Netton
- **Encyclopedia of Monasticism** William M. Johnston
- **Encyclopedia of New Religious Movements** Peter B. Clarke
- **The Encyclopedia of Politics and Religion** Robert Wuthnow
- **The Encyclopedia of Protestantism** Hans J. Hillerbrand
- **Encyclopedia of Religion and War** Gabriel Palmer-Fernandez
- **Encyclopedia of Religious Freedom** Catharine Cookson
- **Encyclopedia of Religious Rites, Rituals, and Festivals** Frank A. Salamone
- **The Encyclopedia of Taoism, I Fabrizio Pregadio
- **Fifty Eastern Thinkers** Diané Collinson, Kathryn Plant and Robert Wilkinson
- **Fifty Key Christian Thinkers** Peter McEnhill, George Newlands
- **Fifty Key Jewish Thinkers Dan Cohn-Sherbok
- **The History of Science and Religion In The Western Tradition: An Encyclopedia** Gary B. Ferngren, Edward J. Larson, Darrel W. Amundsen, Anne-Marie E. Nakhla
- **The North American Muslim Resource Guide: Muslim Community Life In The United States and Canada** Mohamed Nimer
- **The Papacy: An Encyclopedia** Philippe Levillian, John W. O’Malley
- **A Popular Dictionary of Paganism** Joanne Pearson
- **The Qur’an An Encyclopedia** Oliver Leaman
- **Reader’s Guide to Judaism** Michael Terry
- **The Reformation World** Andrew Pettegree
- *Religion and American Law: An Encyclopedia* by Paul Finkelman
- *The Routledge Dictionary of Egyptian Gods and Goddesses* by George Hart
- *Routledgecurzon Encyclopedia of Confucianism* ed. by Xinzhong Yao
- *Who's Who In Christianity* by Lavinia Cohn-Sherbok
- *Who's Who In The Old Testament - Together With The Apocrypha* by Joan Comay
- *The World's Religions* by Peter B. Clarke, Peter Beyer
- *The World's Religions* by Stewart Sutherland, Leslie Houlden, Peter Clarke, Friedhelm Hardy
NEW – Education Online

www.routledgeonline.com/education

The Routledge Education Online portal covers a vast range of topics across international borders, themes include Educational Policy, Adult Learning, Multicultural Education and Special Education Needs.

With numerous titles co-published and sponsored by key associations and societies, such as AERA, NCSC and AEFA, this resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike – redefining the online library.

- **Curriculum Studies Handbook – The Next Moment** Edited by Erik Malewski
- **Educational Management** (Volume I Educational values, Volume II Educational theory, Volume III Educational leadership, Volume IV Educational change) Edited by Harry Tomlinson
- **Encyclopedia of Primary Education** Edited by Denis Hayes
- **Handbook For Achieving Gender Equity Through Education, Second Edition** Edition Susan S. Klein, General Editor; Barbara Richardson, Part I; Dolores A. Grayson, Part II; Lynn H. Fox, Part III; Cheris Kramarae, Part IV; Diane S. Pollard, Part V; Carol Anne Dwyer, Part VI
- **Handbook For Research In Cooperative Education and Internships** Edited by Patricia L. Linn, Adam Howard, Eric Miller and Antioch College
- **Handbook of Classroom Management** Edited by Carolyn M. Evertson, Vanderbilt University and Carol S. Weinstein, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
- **Handbook of College Reading and Study Strategy Research, Second Edition** Edited by Rona F. Flippo – University of Massachusetts Boston and David C. Caverly – Texas State University–San Marcos
- **Handbook of Complementary Methods In Education Research** EDITED BY Judith L. Green University of California, Santa Barbara Gregory Camilli Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Patricia B. Elmore Southern Illinois University, Carbondale with Audra Skukauskaite and Elizabeth Grace University of California, Santa Barbara
- **Handbook of Data-based Decision Making In Education** Edited by Theodore J. Kowalski and Thomas J. Lasley II
- **Handbook of Design Research Methods In Education** Edited by Anthony E. Kelly – George Mason University, Richard A. Lesh – Indiana University and John Y. Baek – Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education
- **Handbook of Education Policy Research** Edited by Gary Sykes, Barbara Schneider, David N. Plank and Timothy G. Ford
- **Handbook of Education Politics and Policy** Edited by Bruce S. Cooper – Fordham University Graduate School of Education, >James G. Cibulka – University of Kentucky and Lance D. Fusarelli - – North Carolina State University
- **Handbook of Family Literacy** Edited by Barbara Hanna Wasik
- **Handbook of International Research In Mathematics Education** Editor Lyn D. English
- **Handbook of Metacognition In Education** Edited by Douglas J. Hacker, John Dunlosky and Arthur C. Graesser
• **Handbook of Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (tpck) For Educators** Edited by AACTE Committee on Innovation and Technology

• **Handbook of Test Development** Edited by Steven M. Downing – University of Illinois at Chicago and Thomas M. Haladyna – Arizona State University

• **Handbook of Research in School Consultation** Edited by William P. Erchul and Susan M. Sheridan

• **The Handbook of School Violence and School Safety: From Research to Practice** Shane R. Jimerson and Michael J. Furlong – University of California Santa Barbara

• **International Dictionary of Adult and Continuing Education** Peter Jarvis in association with A. L. Wilson

• **International Handbook on The Preparation and Development of School Leaders** Edited by Jacky Lumby, Gary Crow and Petros Pashiardis

• **International Handbook of Research on Conceptual Change Old & New** Edited by Stella Vosniadou Florence - University of Athens, Greece

• **Multicultural Handbook of School Psychology** Edited by Giselle B. Esquivel – Fordham University, Emilia C. Lopez – Queens College, City University of New York and Sara G. Nahari – Queens College, City University of New York

• **The Practice of Child Therapy** Edited by Richard J. Morris and Thomas R. Kratochwill

• **The Primary English Encyclopedia: The Heart of The Curriculum, Third Edition** Edited by Margaret Mallett

• **Register of Educational Reserach In The United Kingdom**

• **Routledge International Companion to Education** Edited by Bob Moon, Miriam Ben-Peretz and Sally Brown

• **The Routledge International Companion to Gifted Education** Tom Balchin, Barry Hymer and Dona J. Matthews

• **The Routledge International Companion to Multicultural Education** Edited by James A. Banks

• **The Routledge International Encyclopedia of Education** Edited by Gary McCulloch, David Crook

• **The Routledge International Handbook of Critical Education** Edited by Michael W. Apple, Wayne Au and Luis Armando Gandin

• **The Routledge International Handbook of Higher Education** Edited by Malcolm Tight, Ka Ho Mok and Jeroen Huisman Christopher C. Morphew

• **The Routledge International Handbook of Lifelong Learning** Edited by Peter Jarvis

• **The Routledge Companion to Dyslexia** Edited by Gavin Reid, Associate Editors Gad Elbeheri, John Everatt, Janice Wearmouth and Deborah Knight

---

**30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions**

For more information, please contact your local online sales team.

[www.routledgeonline.com](http://www.routledgeonline.com)
Politics and International Relations Online

www.routledgeonline.com/politics

In creating the Routledge Politics and International Relations Online portal, we have brought together the very best reference content from across our publishing heritage. Numerous titles have been written/edited by key players within the field, including the US Military and a former UN High Commissioner, as well as receiving respected accolades.

Routledge Politics and International Relations Online covers a variety of themes including International Aid, Internal Displacement, Policies, International Law and Conflict.

- **The African Union: Challenges of Globalization, Security, and Governance** Samuel M. Makinda, F. Wafula Okumu
- **The China Handbook** Christopher Hudson
- **Chronology of International Organizations** Richard Green
- **Commonwealth: Inter- and Non-state Contributions to Global Governance** Timothy M. Shaw
- **Contemporary Human Rights Ideas** Bertrand G. Ramcharan
- **A Crisis of Global Institutions?: Multilateralism and International Security** Edward Newman
- **Democracy and Democratization** Geraint Parry, Michael Moran
- **A Dictionary of The European Union** David Phinnemore, Lee McGowan
- **A Dictionary of Human Rights** David Robertson
- **A Dictionary of Modern Politics** David Robertson
- **Dictionary of The Modern Politics of Japan** J. A. A. Stockwin
- **Dictionary of The Modern Politics of South-east Asia** Michael Leifer
- **Dictionary of The Politics of The People's Republic of China** Colin Mackerras, Donald H. McMillen, Andrew Watson
- **Dictionary of Terrorism** John Richard Thackrah
- **A Dictionary of Globalization** Jens-Uwe Wunderlich and Meera Warrier
- **Encyclopedia of African History** Kevin Shillington
- **Encyclopedia of American Civil Liberties** Paul Finkelman
- **Encyclopedia of The Cold War** Ruud Dijk van Dijk
- **The Encyclopedia of Democracy** Seymour Martin Lipset
- **Encyclopedia of Democratic Thought** Paul Barry Clarke, Joe Foweraker
- **Encyclopedia of Eastern Europe** Richard Frucht
- **Encyclopedia of Fundamentalism** Brenda E. Brasher
- **Encyclopedia of Government and Politics** Mary Hawkesworth, Maurice Kogan
- **Encyclopedia of Human Rights** Edward Lawson
• Encyclopedia of International Relations and Global Politics Martin Griffiths
• Encyclopedia of Mexico History, Society and Culture Editor Michael S. Werner
• Encyclopedia of Political Economy Phillip Anthony O’Hara
• Encyclopedia of The United Nations and International Agreements Anthony Mango
• Encyclopedia of The World’s Minorities Carl Skutsch
• Europe Since 1945: An Encyclopedia Bernard A. Cook
• The European Union Clive Archer
• The European Union Handbook Jackie Gower
• Fifty Key Thinkers In International Relations Martin Griffiths
• Fifty Major Political Thinkers Ian Adams, R. W. Dyson
• Global Food and Agricultural Institutions D. John Shaw
• The Group of 7/8 Hugo Dobson
• Handbook of Conflict Analysis and Resolution Dennis J. D. Sandole, Sean Byrne, Ingrid Sandole-Staroste, Jessica Senehi
• Handbook of Defence Politics Isaiah Wilson III, James J. F. Forest
• Handbook of Intelligence Studies Loch K. Johnson
• Handbook of Peace and Conflict Studies Charles Webel, Johan Galtung
• The India Handbook C. Steven LaRue
• Institutions of The Asia-pacific: Asean, Apec, and Beyond Mark Beeson
• Institutions of The Global South Jacqueline Anne Braveboy-Wagner
• Internal Displacement: Conceptualization and Its Consequences Thomas G. Weiss, David A. Korn
• The International Committee of The Red Cross: a Neutral Humanitarian Actor David P. Forsythe, Barbara Ann J. Rieffer-Flanagan
• International Encyclopedia of Environmental Politics John Barry, E. Gene Frankland
• International Judicial Institutions: The Architecture of International Justice at Home and Abroad Richard J. Goldstone, Adam M. Smith
• The International Monetary Fund: Politics of Conditional Lending James Raymond Vreeland
• The International Olympic Committee and The Olympic System: The Governance of World Sport Jean-Loup Chappelet, Brenda Kübler-Mabbott
• The International Organization For Standardization (iso): Global Governance Through Voluntary Consensus Craig N. Murphy, JoAnne Yates
• International Relations: The Key Concepts Martin Griffiths, Terry O’Callaghan
• Internet Governance: The New Frontier of Global Institutions John Mathiason
• The Major International Treaties of The Twentieth Century  J. A. S. Grenville and Bernard Wasserstein
• The North Atlantic Treaty Organization: The Enduring Alliance  Julian Lindley-French
• The Organization For Security and Co-operation In Europe  David J. Galbreath
• A Political and Economic Dictionary of Eastern Europe  Alan J Day, Roger East, Richard Thomas
• A Political Chronology of Africa, First Edition
• A Political Chronology of The Americas, First Edition
• A Political Chronology of Central, South and East Asia, First Edition
• A Political Chronology of Europe: First Edition
• A Political Chronology of The Middle East, First Edition
• A Political Chronology of South-east Asia and Oceania, First Edition  David Lea, Colette Milward, Annamarie Rowe, Owain Johnson, Sondeep Kandola, Dr Isabel Miller, Wendy Parker
• Reader’s Guide to The Social Sciences  Jonathan Michie
• The Routledge Companion to Fascism and The Far Right  Peter Davies, Derek Lynch
• The Routledge Dictionary of Twentieth-century Political Thinkers  Robert Benewick, Philip Green
• Routledge Encyclopedia of International Political Economy  R. J. Barry Jones
• Routledge Handbook of Internet Politics  Andrew Chadwick, Philip N. Howard
• Shaping The Humanitarian World  Peter Walker, Daniel Maxwell
• The Social Science Encyclopedia  Adam Kuper, Jessica Kuper
• The Terrorism Reader  David J. Whittaker
• The Un General Assembly  M.J. Peterson
• Un Security Council: Practice and Promise  Edward C. Luck
• The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (unctad)  Ian Taylor, Karen Smith
• The United Nations High Commissioner For Refugees (unhcr): The Politics and Practice of Refugee Protection Into The Twenty-first Century  Gil Loescher, Alexander Betts, James Milner
• The World Bank: From Reconstruction to Development to Equity  Katherine Marshall
• The World Economic Forum: a Multi-stakeholder Approach to Global Governance  Geoffrey Allen Pigman
• The World Health Organization (who)  Kelley Lee
• The World Intellectual Property Organization: Resurgence and The Development Agenda  Christopher May
• The World Trade Organization: Law, Economics, and Politics  Bernard M. Hoekman, Petros C. Mavroidis

www.routledgeonline.com
NEW – Sociology Online
www.routledgeonline.com/sociology

Whether teaching or learning, our online portal brings you the very best reference content available from our Sociology publishing programme. You will have access to the most authoritative and up-to-date information within the area to help you in your work or studies, providing fully-searchable and cross-referenced content taken from our Encyclopedia, Handbook and Dictionary products. An essential resource for teaching and learning purposes within your field of expertise.

- **Controversies In Constitutional Law** Paul Finkelman, University of Tulsa School of Law
- **The Cultural History of Plants** Sir Ghillean Prance, Mark Nesbitt
- **The Dictionary of Beer and Brewing** Dan Rabin, Carl Forget, Gregg Smith
- **Dictionary of Sociology** Tony Lawson and Joan Garrod, Ian Marcousé
- **Education and Sociology An Encyclopedia** David L. Levision, General Editor, Bergen Community College, Peter W. Cookson Jr., Co-editor, Teachers College Columbia University, Alan R. Sadovnik, Co-editor, Rutgers University
- **Encyclopedia of The City** Roger W. Caves
- **Encyclopedia of Death and Dying** Glenys Howarth, Oliver Leaman
- **Encyclopedia of Domestic Violence** Nicky Ali Jackson
- **Encyclopedia of Leisure and Outdoor Recreation** John M. Jenkins, John J. Pigram
- **The Encyclopedia of Police Science** Jack R. Greene
- **Encyclopedia of Social Theory** Austin Harrington, Barbara I. Marshall, Hans-peter Müller
- **Encyclopedia of The World’s Minorities** Carl Skutsch
- **A Feminist Companion to Reading The Bible** Athalya Brenner, Carole Fontaine
- **Handbook of Contemporary European Social Theory** Gerard Delanty
- **Handbook of Genetics and Society: Mapping The New Genomic** Era Paul Atkinson, Peter Glasner, Margaret Lock
- **Handbook of The New Sexuality Studies** Steven Seidman, Nancy Fischer, Chet Meeks
- **Handbook of Public Communication of Science and Technology** Massimiano Bucchi, Brian Trench
- **A Historical Dictionary of British Women**
- **Ideology and Utopia Collected Works Volume One** Karl Mannheim, Louis Wirth, Bryan S. Turner
- **International Encyclopedia of Adolescence** Jeffrey Jensen Arnett
- **International Encyclopedia of Economic Sociology** Jens Beckert, Milan Zafirovski
- **Organizing Black America: An Encyclopedia of African American Associations** Nina Mjagkji, Ball State University
- **Reader’s Guide to Women’s Studies** Eleanor B. Amico
- **Reader’s Guide to The Social Sciences** Jonathan Michie
- **Sociological Worlds: Comparative and Historical Readings on Society** Stephen K. Sanderson, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
- **Women During The Civil War: An Encyclopedia** Elizabeth D. Leonard, Judith E. Harper

www.routledgeonline.com